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Our growing Waldorf Family…..
"To see a world in a grain of sand
And a heaven in a wild flower
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour"
We had a wonderful start to our dream of
starting a Waldorf School in Delhi on 18th
July'2013. Procuring things for school and
getting the school ready for children was so
much fun and sometimes we had to pinch
ourselves to believe that we are finally
embarking on this journey that we had
envisaged for long.
A thank you to parents who have taken,
with us, a leap of faith and started this
journey. We already see ourselves as a team
working together to take this school
forward. We are on a long journey but each
step matters…
Thank you.

“The need for imagination,
a sense of truth and a
feeling of responsibilitythese are the three forces
which are the very nerve
of education”
- Rudolf Steiner
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From classroom and beyond…
With deep gratitude to Mr. Manivannan for being the guiding light and Ameeta for her
constant support and guidance. We started school with welcoming the children and it was
nice to have parents as part of starting our first day in school. It just took a few days for
children to get into the rhythm, singing songs, enjoying, observing nature...
Nature walks: Children start there day with a reverence to mother earth and experience
the beauty unfold in them.
Fruit time: Children participate actively in arranging the plates, taking their fruits out and
helping in cutting the fruits and then relishing them. We saw them trying to slowly being
able to have more fruits and even trying a variety of fruits.
Songs circle: Children started participating and got in the singing mode with actions and
one wonders just how quickly they can grasp all the songs. Theme of these songs changes
every month, based on season, festivals etc.
Free play time: Constituted of playing in the sand, making sand castles and later in the
month as a child was scheduled to visit Bhowali to meet his grandparents, this took a
central theme. Even before he went to Bhowali, in his play together with other children he
reached there and even fed his cows some grass...this free play was a serious affair for
children they would pack, put things in bags, board a train, a doll became a little child who
would need to be fed, cried...The youngest child offered to be a ticket checker, a driver, they
slept and using a block of wood as a phone booked a taxi...boarded the taxi and reached
their destination...
Activity time: Cooking days were always special as they always relished what they made
and wanted more...Painting days were moments of silence when they would be soak
themselves in colour and experience the colour... Balancing acts were fun, crawling on
wooden planks...going under the chairs, standing on teachers feet and walking, rolling
themselves on the Indian mooda... Rainy days were quite exploratory with children getting
themselves wet in rain, jumping, hopping, rolling in water...sailing paper boats...
Story time: This is the time of the day when children just go to dream land listening to
story. This journey is going to be more enjoyable, enriching & loads of fun. A lot more to
come next month...
Happy Reading!
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Parents talk…
Sometimes you are thankful that you are 2.5 year old was facing separation anxiety that made
you stay weeks together in the school and experience the loving culture of the Waldorf family.
I guess my confidence and my inclination grew twice as faster by staying in the school
premises and experiencing what Aahan was going through in the new school he just started. I
am happy with my decision to travel the distance and let Aahan experience this beautiful
pedagogy.
It's true that at Aarambh, the kindergarten reflects being a home away from the home.
Especially when they begin young, at Aahan's age group (2.5 years), we know how children
just need a strong dependent person to fall back on, when mom is not around. The teacher
plays such an important role in a child's life and no glitzy environment or toys or fancy
interiors could ever, ever replace that. We found just that here.
It's the simplicity of things here that has worked for my son and me. At the outdoor play/
nature walk, the children are subconsciously learning so much, to be gentle, to be caring, to
admire and as well to be physically active. Here you can see them busy and engrossed, always.
The day is beautifully divided with the outdoor play, circle time, fruits and snack, free play and
a guided activity—all of these have tremendous learning exposure for the children and at the
same time, they are so free in nature that the child doesn't even realize he is gearing up with
such important life skills.
I am happy to have come across, Aarambh – the Delhi Waldorf school, and I hope to support it
in every way, as this is what every child needs, and what better way than supporting and
helping an initiative that helps holistic development, keeping the child's development in mind.
-Nikita Seth, Mama to 2.5-year-old Aahan

Waldorf Comes Home….
Aahan loves pointing out ants and loves to watch them go to and fro, he waits to see if they
will enter their house…..He wonderfully pays attention to all the ant holes in the park.
I also see Aahan being curious with names of trees, his favourite currently is the banana
plant. And he knows how the rain makes the tree happy and they will grow bigger and bigger.
I am glad nature is becoming a big part in his daily living, with our ever shrinking house
space, the kids feels so much better having spent unstructured/free to explore, time outside.
We also become conscious of this at home as a family, having understood the importance of
letting imagination and wonder flow in children, we have started living this life with them.
-Nikita Seth, Mama to 2.5-year-old Aahan
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Parents talk…
The growing appreciation for nature and consciousness for every living being (for all plants,
animals and humans) around is a great metamorphosis that I have encountered in my daughter
since she started at the Aarambh Waldorf Kindergarten. I have always felt this is the bed rock of
developing a conscious human being who will be endowed with acceptance of life around,
compassion for them and to identify & appreciate the beauty that surrounds us. This is genesis
of creating human beings with great character, what a better time to begin than when the child
is starting his/her formal education.
Another chord that struck was when I saw her humming songs while playing freely; this derives
in the true sense pleasure of education. It kindles the child's heart with melody that goes far
beyond what a human eye witnesses. In a world where we hear kids humming only the
Bollywood latest chart busters or Rihanna & Miley Cyrus's of the world this truly is different.
What started with humming songs soon transformed into communication about the daily
chores in tunes of the songs being recites, these nuggets of plays today can lead to creation of
tomorrow's symphony.
I wish every child should have the pleasure of going through this form of education that not
only helps them live the most wonderful childhood but leaves with them memories to cherish
for their lifetime. I thank Aarambh for spreading this wonderful education pedagogy that is
benefitting the little souls. God Bless and wish you all good luck
-Gaurav, Papa to 4.5-year-old Shivanshi
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Understanding Waldorf

In Praise of Early Childhood, As we learn to understand it through the work of Rudolf Steiner…
Bronja Zahlingen, Vienna, Austria
What a privilege to be connected with children during the first years of their lives! -- to witness the
gradual shaping of their features and expressions; to perceive how their movements and gestures begin
to individualize the individual gift bestowed upon us all. Human Form Divine, as William Blake called
it. Innocence still weaves a transparent shining quality around the heads of these little ones, their very
presence awakens reverence in the soul, and a feeling of wonder at the incarnation process of the
individual.
Little children seem to be as if in the lap of the gods for their first 2.5 years, during which they achieve
those essential human faculties: the upright walk, the power of articulate speech, and the first shaping of
thought. Only then does the feeling of being an ego arise. These are gifts of a creative world higher than
ours: they well up from the inmost core of the child, revealing will activity from within. In this entire
process we can only be helpers. While the physical organs and their functions are being thus structured,
we can glimpse how the individuality struggles between the two contributions of the physical world:
between heredity on the one hand and environment on the other . Yet it is that unique entity's task at this
early age, to shape and transform these two influences to the best possible degree in order to create a
more or less suitable instrument to serve the personality's own free way of dealing with life and destiny
later on.
Human beings can change and develop beyond their natural genetic and biological dispositions, on
which their spiritual, soul and moral qualities never entirely depend. Here we begin to understand the
great responsibility that rests upon us adults, as parents and educators; in fact, upon the whole attitude
and environment, which a particular place, culture or civilization has to offer.
In the presence of young children this responsibility is especially great because in their earliest years,
children are endowed with an immense power of imitation, which also reveal the great trust, and
confidence they have in us and in the world around them.
They cannot yet distinguish values, and seem to assume that everything around them is good. During
this period of life, body, soul and spirit still exist as a unity. (It is only the detachment of the adult that
enables us to read the most horrendous reports in the newspaper while at the same time enjoying our
lunch; the young child, on the contrary, will even eat up food he does not like as he , so to speak, opens
himself heart and soul to something nice you are telling him -- his open mouth follows! Children's
pleasure and displeasure are visible right down to the tips of their toes; they can seem to be twice their
normal weight if they do not wish to be moved.) While thus engaged in building and developing their
bodies, children form tendencies toward good or ill health, depending o their physical and soul
experiences. The very functions of their organs are influenced by the warmth and friendliness we offer.
Even by our inner striving and moral intentions .
Somehow, little children seem to see right through us. We take seriously the fact that efficientlyfunctioning sense organs are established at this period of life, the need will be obvious to give full play
to finer differentiations of the eye, the ear, the sense of touch and all of the other channels through which
we perceive the world around us.
If we over strain the senses too early through mechanical and technological experiences, they will
harden and deteriorate prematurely, a will then be unfit for more intimate and varied perception. This
can even have serious social consequences. Therefore, we must surround young children with the
genuine quality of natural materials such as cotton, silk, wood or stone; we must have clear, beautiful
colors around them, spoken language, music directly through song or suitable instruments, and good
honest playthings.
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Save the Date:
Journey of a child in Early Years in the light of Anthroposophy: 28th Sept – 2nd October 2013

We are pleased to share that Mrs. Sucheta Garud, will take us through the journey of a child in his/her early
years, the various stages of development and the intrinsic developmental needs of the child during this period
including the environment around him in the light of Anthroposophy. This is a 5-day training programme
comprising of theory and its practical application at home and classroom set ups .The programme is aimed
primarily at teachers and parents and will be held in Delhi.
th

th

2nd Anthroposophy and Waldorf Education Training in Delhi:12 october – 16 October 2013

An overview of Anthroposophy & Waldorf Education. It is for parents seeking holistic education and development
of their children. This seminar provides insights into the Map of Childhood and role of the three distinct stages of
development-the realms of willing, feeling and thinking. For teachers in any classroom , following a mainstream
curriculum or otherwise this seminar brings better understanding of the growing human being and enhances
your capacity to meet the needs of the child in an age appropriate and inspired, creative way. Or for anyone
wanting to explore it as a potential vocation, this may just be the start of an inspiring journey . Conducted by
G. Manivannan.
th

2 Day Workshop on Grade School and Curative Education by Mr. Manivannan:17 october – 18
October 2013

Reach us:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AarambhDelhiWaldorf
Website: http://aarambhwaldorf.wordpress.com/
Phone: 95 600 60441 Timings (Between 1.00pm and 6.00pm)
Address: D3-3181, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi
Email: aarambh.delhiwaldorf@yahoo.in
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